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About KidZania
KidZania Koshien opened at LaLaport Koshien in March 2009 and is the 

second place to open in Japan after Tokyo. 

KidZania is an indoor work experience facility providing “edutainment”

(education with entertainment) for children. It‘s concept has originally

been developed by KZM (Mexico City, CEO: Xavier Lopez) and has

since been expanding rapidly in many countries around the world.

KidZania Koshien offers children about 100 fun and interesting role-

playing activities in an exciting city setting with over 60 pavilions scaled-

down to two thirds of their real-world size. After being paid for their work

in kidZos, the official currency of KidZania, Kids get to experience real

economic activity as they buy products and services, save their money at

the bank and use real ATMs around the park.

KidZania Koshien and KidZania Tokyo were developed to reflect 

Japanese society and through its  "Edutaiment" experience give Kids in 

Japan an opportunity to get a glimpse into different work environments.

KidZania Koshien, run by KCJ GROUP INC., gives children a 

empowering experience also supporting personal growth and confidence.

KidZania Koshien - A City Just For Kids!-

Kids in Grownup Roles
By taking on the role of Doctor, Firefighter, DJ, Newspaper Reporter or Bus

Guide, Kids get to learn by “working” as Adults in realistic, hands-on

activities. Each pavilion offers activities with a range of difficulty levels to

meet the abilities and interests of each Kid. Our staff of “Zupervisors” are on

hand to provide support as Kids experience each activity. KidZania Koshien

is a fun world of grownup role-playing!

Education + Entertainment = Edutainment
At KidZania, personal experience becomes a powerful learning tool. We

value fun and play first, allowing Kids to learn naturally about team-work,

communication and responsibility. As Kids freely role-play and build

experience, they develop independence, social skills and an understanding

of monetary value. Adults are often amazed at the growth Kids show when

allowed to make their own choices.

A Safe Learning Environment
The security and safety of all KidZania visitors is one of our primary 

concerns. Our state of the art security system ensures peace of mind. Kids 

cannot exit KidZania without being accompanied by the Adults they entered 

and registered with. We welcome Adults to watch their Kids 

accomplishments from the viewing areas at each pavilion or visit our Parents 

Lounge where Adults can relax, watch television, read, or take advantage of 

free internet access while their Kids having fun.

Work, Earn, Save, Do!
Kids are paid for their work in kidZos, the official currency of KidZania. 

Recognized at every KidZania location throughout the world, kidZos are 

used to buy products and services. When opening an account at the Bank in 

KidZania, Kids receive a real cash card to be used at ATMs. Kids can 

deposit kidZos into their account for use during their next visit. Kids use their 

earnings to play at KidZania or can learn about saving their kidZos for bigger 

and better.

*Edutainment = Education + Entertainment

By combining fun and learning, skills are acquired in an exciting, non-

traditional way.



◇Overview

KidZaia Koshien

3020 LaLapot Koshien, 1-100 Hachibancho, Koshien

Nishinomiya, Hyogo 663-8178

www.kidzania.jp/koshien

Over 6000㎡
～60

～ 715,000 （April, 2017 – March, 2018)

All Year Round
<1st Shift> 9:00am～3:00pm <2nd Shift> 4:00pm～9:00pm

3～15 Years Old

NAME

ADDRESS

URL

SIZE

PAVILIONS

ATTENDANCE

OPEN DAYS

OPEN HOURS

TARGET AGE

◇Corporate Information

NAME

ADDRESS

PRESIDENT

CAPITAL

ESTABLISHED

SHAREHOLDERS

KCJ GROUP INC.

Yurakucho Denki Building 2F, 1-7-1 Yurakucho, 

Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 135-8614

Einosuke Sumitani, CEO

¥252,000,000

September 2004

ABC Cooking Studio; Itochu Corporation; 

Mitsui Fudosan Co., Ltd; Nomura Securities Co., Ltd;

Rock Field Co., Ltd; Einosuke Sumitani

http://www.kidzania.jp/koshien


•Kids admission includes participation in all pavilions.
•Adults must enter KidZania with at least one Kid (3-15 y/o),
and Kids must enter with at least one Adult.

•Adults may not enter with only Toddlers (0-2 y/o). 
Toddlers enter KidZania for free, but cannot participate in activities.
•Kid’s entry tickets are divided into three categories:
Pre-School (3 y/o – kindergarten)/ Elementary/ Junior High.

•Junior High Kids no longer need to be accompanied by an Adult to      
enter KidZania.
•Adults 60 years old and over pay a discounted Senior entry tickets.
•Dates for the Holiday Season, decided by KidZania Koshien, will be 
during spring vacation, Golden Week, summer vacation, and winter 
vacation.
•Special pricing available for guests with disabilities and school groups.
Please check our website for details.
www.kidzania.co.jp/koshien/en/

●Reservations
■WEB Reservations : www.kidzania.jp/koshien/en/webreserv/

Available from the official website.
■Mobile Reservation : m.kidzania.jp (Japanese Only)

Available from the official mobile site.
■Phone Reservations : 0570-06-4343 (24 hours) (Japanese Only)

●Tickets
■Tickets may be purchased through reservation or same-day 
tickets may be purchased at the KidZania Koshien Ticket Counter 
on the day you wish to visit.
(Subject to ticket availability. Visit the official website for details)
■Tickets may also be purchased at;JTB offices and website, on 
ANA, and Shinki Bus websites, and the terminals of FamilyMart 
and SEVEN-ELEVEN.

●Star-Flex Pass
■Available only for 2nd shift (4PM-9PM), the Star-Flex Pass allows 
you to enjoy KidZania Koshien for up to 2 hours. Kids: ¥1,500/ 
Adults: ¥1,000 (Per 2 hours)
Available at the KidZania Koshien Counter on the day of your visit.
*You can purchase 30 minute extensions for ¥500 per Kid and 
¥250 per Adult.
(Subject to ticket availability. Visit the official website for details.)
■To purchase by phone, please call 0570-06-4201 (10AM-6PM)
Please call at least one day before you wish to visit. (Japanese 
preferred)

●Access
The nearest train station to KidZania Koshien is Koshien Station 
on the Hanshin Railway Line, 30 minutes away from Osaka Station. 
The Hanshin Line is easily accessible from Sannomiya, 
Amagasaki, and Umeda Station. After arriving at Koshien Station, 
take the East Gate exit and proceed along the wide walkway past 
Koshien Stadium until you reach the entrance to LaLaport Koshien. 
You can find the KidZania Koshien Ticket Counter midway through 
the mall. 

＊Tax Excluded

http://www.kidzania.co.jp/koshien/en/
http://www.kidzania.jp/koshien/en/webreserv/


Pavilion Overview 1 【Pavilion name, Activity description, and Sponsor / Supporter list】

【6】 Post Recording Studio ●

Here’s your chance to be a star! At the Post
Recording Studio each person will have a 
different character’s role as you watch and 
overdub an animation line-by-line in English. You 
will also get your very own copy of the finished 
animation to take home with you on DVD!

【5】 Car Plant ●

Want to see what it takes to build a car? In the 
Car Plant, you will be in charge of the various 
processes for producing automobiles. While 
performing quality control, you will assemble the 
necessary parts in each step to 
complete the whole car.

【2】 Gas Station ●

Keep KidZania moving by working at the Gas 
Station! As Service Staff, you can pump gas, 
wipe windows, check tires, and keep cars 
moving along on their way. All rental cars need 
to stop at the Gas Station before they are 
returned, so you’ll have plenty of work to keep 
you busy!

【3】 Car Rental ●

Driver’s license in one hand and car keys in the 
other means you’re ready to roll. Take your car 
for a spin around the Car Area but don’t forget to 
fill-up at the Gas Station.

【4】 Department of Motor Vehicle ●

All revved up and ready to go? You’ll need to 
take your driver’s test before you hit the streets. 
Once you’ve learned about street signs, traffic 
rules and driving manners you’ll get the green 
light to go and rent your car.

【7】 Fashion Boutique ●

Add some style to KidZania! As a Fashion Stylist 
in the show room, you can design and
coordinate the latest fashion trends in clothing 
and accessories to attract people’s attention.

【8・11】 Theater ●

Welcome to the Theater. Get comfy in one 
of our 120 seats and enjoy our daily shows 
in which kids perform Fashion Shows, 
Musicals, Live Comedy. Open to Kids and 
Adults to enable you to enjoy the best in live 
entertainment. 
*Adults are welcome to join the audience at the 

Theater.

＜Live Comedy＞

【1】 Car Life Support Center ●

It’s time to get your hands dirty! As a Car 
Mechanic at the Car Life Support Center, you get 
the opportunity to work on a real car. Change the 
tires, charge the battery, tune-up the engine, and 
learn about the things that make a car go!



Pavilion Overview 2 【 Pavilion name, Activity description, and Sponsor / Supporter list 】

【9】 Parade ●

Sing and dance the night away as you enjoy the 
fun and excitement of the parade. As a Parade 
Dancer you will brush your way through the 
streets awash with colorful costumes and learn 
how to express yourself in a whole new way.

【10】 Magic Studio ●

Abracadabra! This job is simply magic. You can 
learn to be a Magician conjuring up magic tricks 
and then have the opportunity to perform your 
Magic Show in front of a live audience in the 
Pavilion.

【12・13】 Climbing Building ●

Life is full of obstacles, but here at the Climbing
Building we’ll help you get over them as you 
take on this challenging activity. Do it for fun or 
scale the heights to clean and repair windows 
and keep the city looking spick and span.

【14】 Salad Shop ●

As a Salad Chef, you will learn the importance 
of a well balanced diet that includes lots of fresh 
vegetables. Once you finish preparing,chopping 
and tossing the vegetables for your own
beautiful salad.

【15】 Soft Cream Shop ●

We all love ice cream, so what could be better 
than making your own? Lashings and lashings of 
delicious ice cream topped with sprinkles and 
wafers. Plus, once you’ve finished you get the 
chance to chill out and enjoy your creamy 
creation. Yummy!

【18】 Printing Company ●

Working at the Printing Company as a 
Typography Engineer gives you the chance to 
make your own stamp book from a single sheet 
of paper. Before you take your stamp book home 
to start collecting stamps, you can use the 
typography machines to finish your stamp book 
in a special shiny gold color!

【17】 Sushi Restaurant ●

Japan is famous for great sushi and here at the 
Sushi Restaurant is your chance to be a Sushi 
Chef. From the various ingredients, you will 
make real, edible sushi to your taste using 
“Shari” rice. In certain seasons, you will also be 
able to make a special thick
rolled sushi called “Futomaki”.

【19】 Dental Clinic ●

Want a job you can really get your teeth into? 
Well, open wide and say aah as you enter the 
world of cavities, fillings and molars. Playing the 
role of Dentist or Dental Hygienist will put a smile 
on your face while maintaining the smile of those 
around you.



Pavilion Overview 3 【 Pavilion name, Activity description, and Sponsor / Supporter list 】

【23】 Farmers Center ●

Where does our food come from? Working as a
Farmer, you can learn the importance of growing 
rice and operating a tractor through using the 
simulators at the Farmers Center!

【21】 Painting Wall ●

Add a splash of color to KidZania! As a Painter, 
you can learn about paint, tools and how to use 
the roller to paint a wall in KidZania. Then you 
will learn how the paint is not only beautiful, but 
also how it helps protect the wall.

【30】 Flower Shop ●
【31】 Stamp Shop ●

Try out your green thumb as you arrange a 
beautiful bouquet at the Flower Shop. At the 
Stamp Shop you can get down to business and 
create your very own name seal to take home 
with you.

【24】 Bakery ●

Can you rise to the challenge? Here at the 
Bakery we want to share the secrets of making 
the tastiest bread. Let your taste buds go wild 
and enjoy the sweet smell of success as you 
taste your wares.

【32】 Robot R&D Center ●

As a Robot Programmer, program and verify 
operation of a robot that can naturally 
communicate with customers who visit the store. 
Through this experience, gain interest in 
manufacturing and research & development.

【28】 Job Information Center ●

Which job is right for you? Find out at the Job
Information Center! You can research jobs and 
also receive recommendations based on your 
interests. After you decide on and finish a job, 
return to the Job Information Center to comment 
on your experience and you will be certified
as a Job Writer.

【27】 Department Store ●

Shop till you drop...or at least until you run out of
kidZos. Here at the Department Store we have
stationary, toys, and other accessories for the 
most discerning of shoppers. You can also earn 
kidZos by dressing up the window display or 
serving customers as a Sales Clerk.

【33】 Pen Shop ●

Kids choose a pen design and the ink colors to 
make a tricolor pen. Each Kid’s name is also 
etched into the pen, so that their pen is the only 
one like it in the world.



Pavilion Overview 4 【 Pavilion name, Activity description, and Sponsor / Supporter list 】

【34】 Barber Shop ●

It’s a close shave, but that’s what a well groomed
customer expects. Better still, why not primp and
prepare yourself for the coolest look around as 
you sport the dandiest of beards. All of our 
blades are made from the finest rubber.

【35】 Glasses Shop ●

As an Optician at the Glasses Shop, you'll learn
important information about glasses to share with
customers. You'll also learn how to assemble 
stylish glasses in preparation for them to be sold.

【41】 City Tour Bus ●

Take a relaxing tour around KidZania in style! 
For just a few kidZos you can sit back, relax, 
and learn about KidZania on the City Tour Bus. 
If you would rather make a few kidZos instead, 
you can lead the tour as a Tour Guide and 
show them what you’ve got!

【43】 Medical Lab ●

We need sunscreen to protect our skin from UV 
rays! As a Researcher at the Medical Lab, you 
can mix water, gel, UV components and texture 
components to make the sunscreen we need. 
Then test your sunscreen in the UV Ray Box, 
feel the texture on your hands and 
write your comments in your
Lab Note.

【42】 Beauty Salon ●

Beauty is an art! Working as a Beauty Consultant,
you can help customers with skin care, make-up 
and nail art. If you prefer to be a customer, stop 
by the Beauty Salon and choose one of the three 
available services.

【40】 Bank ●

Now that you’re making kidZos, you’ll need a 
place to manage your money. You’re in luck! At 
the Bank you can open an account, exchange 
your Traveler’s Cheque, deposit your earnings, 
and even get a cash card to withdraw kidZos
from the ATMs inside KidZania.

【39】 Security Center ●

Security is not complete without you and your 
team. Security Guards are required and it’s your 
job to make sure that people’s assets are 
protected and delivered safely.

【44】 Electronic Money Center

Is your KidZania wallet getting too big from all 
those kidZos you have stuffed into it? We have a 
solution! Come down to the Electronic Money 
Center and get an “e-KidZo” card! It’s the easiest 
and most convenient way to pay for 
Things around KidZania!



Pavilion Overview 5 【 Pavilion name, Activity description, and Sponsor / Supporter list 】

【46】 Courthouse ●

Guilty or not guilty? Well here’s your chance to 
stand up for what’s right and prove who’s 
innocent. At the Courthouse you can take on 
various roles such as Judges, Attorneys, 
Defendants and Jurors and learn about the law 
of the land.
*Adults are welcome to join the audience at the Court.

【45】 Embassy ●

Put the whole world in your hands as you 
discover and learn about different countries and 
their cultural diversity. Embassy Staff you will 
help and guide Visa Applicants to write a colorful 
report on a selected topic of your choice . You 
will also be able to stamp and collect
your Visa Book here.

【47】 Police Department ●

At the Police Department, you’ll need a keen eye 
as you investigate a crime committed in KidZania. 
Put on your uniform and hit the beat in search of
evidence to solve the crime.

【49】 Courier Service ●

Fragile, do not bend, and handle with care. 
Working for the Courier Service will keep you on 
your toes as you travel around delivering those 
important packages on time. First class workers
are needed to collect, sort and deliver
packages.

【50】 Sausage Factory ●

As a Sausage Maker, you can strengthen your 
interest in food and learn how it is made at the 
Sausage Factory. You will use ground meat, salt 
and spices to make delicious sausages and learn 
about the importance of hygiene and a clean 
workplace.

【51】 Refrigerator Support Center ●

At the Refrigerator Support Center, you can 
manage commercial refrigerators using a remote 
monitoring system. If you find an error, you will 
visit the pavilion to inspect and repair the 
problem. As Support Staff you can learn the 
structure and mechanics of commercial 
refrigerators and the importance 
of proper maintenance.

【48】 Electric Company ●

This job is electrifying! Here at the Electric 
Company we are looking for Electrical 
Engineers to brighten up our world by making 
general repairs and routine inspections.

【61】 Waterworks ●

Keep KidZania running smoothly and go with the
flow! Join us, down at the Waterworks as we 
check and connect new water pipes using 
special tools.



Pavilion Overview 6 【 Pavilion name, Activity description, and Sponsor / Supporter list 】

【73】 Boiler Facility ●

Full steam ahead! As a Boiler Engineer, you can
learn the mechanism and operation of a boiler by
removing and assembling the parts. You will 
check, change and repair the boiler in order to 
maintain it and keep it running perfectly.

【74】 TV Station ●

Lights, camera, action! Your 30 minutes of fame 
start here. This activity requires a lot of 
teamwork in which you’ll be surrounded by TV 
Cameramen, Sound Engineers, Directors, and 
Cast. Your goal is to make a great TV program 
for the citizens of the city to enjoy.
*Adults are welcome to join the

audience at the TV Studio.

【76】 Soap Factory ●

As a Soup Factory Worker, you can learn how to 
make soap using a traditional kettle.
Then you can add fragrance, moisture 
components and put it into an original packaging 
case. Finally, you can take it home to enjoy 
during bath time with your family!

【62】 Horse Park ●

You can work as a Veterinarian to check the 
horse’s condition and treat its symptoms, or 
work as a Stable Groom to brush, feed 
(according to the horse’s condition), and clean 
the stall. You can also learn how to put 
equipment on the horse and experience riding 
using the simulator.

【71】 Airplane ●

Do you want to be a Pilot? How about a Cabin
Attendant? Here’s your opportunity! State of t
he art flight simulators are waiting for all young 
Pilots while Cabin Attendants see to the needs of 
the passengers. Together, you can make every 
flight comfortable and safe.

【72】 Train Station ●

It’s time to ride the rails! In the Train you can be 
a Train Operator or Conductor. By working as a 
team you will feel what it is like to work on a train 
that carries many people every day. All aboard!

【75】 City Clock ●

Do you have some time on your hands? If so, 
then why not rock around the clock as you enjoy 
every second dancing, smiling, clapping and 
singing to the sounds of KidZania while keeping 
citizens aware of the time.

【77】 Drug & Pharmacy ●

Help keep the citizens of KidZania healthy by 
working as a Pharmacist at the Drug & 
Pharmacy! Pharmacists will study the 
effectiveness of prescription drugs, then examine 
their patient’s medical history in order to fill their 
prescription. If you are feeling creative, you can 
also be a customer and design your very own 
seasonal product.



Pavilion Overview 7 【 Pavilion name, Activity description, and Sponsor / Supporter list 】

【84】 Hospital ●

KidZania Hospital to the rescue! This is a very
rewarding job in the most caring of professions. 
Here at the Hospital you’ll be making sure 
people and babies are in safe hands as you take 
on the roles of Doctors, Nurses and Surgeons.

【86】 Residential Construction Site ●

Let’s renovate a house! At the Residential
Construction Site you will be in charge of 
preparing, planning, building and finishing a 
barrier-free house. As a Carpenter you will think 
about the design of a comfortable living space 
and construct the house from that design.

【78】 Milk House ●

Milk Food Marketers plan and develop new dairy 
products that will make customers say, ‘Yummy!’. 
Products are developed based on the customer’s 
needs, and then Kids fill out a Product 
Development Sheet about what they have made.
The Milk House also has a pre-school play area, 
where Kids six years old and under can play with 
their parents.

【81】 Radio Station ●

Ensure that the citizens are dancing in the streets 
as they jive, swing and work their way through the
evening. Take on the role of a DJ or Director and
broadcast the best radio show in the land!

【82】 Newspaper Edition ●

“Read all about it! Read all about it!” As a 
Journalist, when news breaks you have to be 
quick because yesterday’s news is old news. 
Keep your finger on the pulse, do your research 
and be ready for the next big story or interview. 
The better the story, the better the chance you 
have of having your work published.

【83】 Publishing Company ●

Is there anything better than relaxing and 
reading a comic book? Yes, reading a “Manga” 
comic book that you created! Artists create 
pictures and stories for their favorite characters. 
Afterwards, a special one of a kind comic is 
printed and bound for you to keep, enjoy, and 
share with your friends!

【85】 Securities Company ●

Money may make the world go around, but it 
doesn’t grow on trees! Take a peek into the 
world of investment and discover how 
interesting and complicated it really is. Put on 
your thinking cap, this job’s going to need 
research and reports to get done.

【87】 Beverage Service Center ●

As a Vending Machine Operator, learn the 
mechanics of vending machines, exchange or 
replenish items, and change promotional 
displays and posters based on sales plans of 
vending machines in the city of KidZania.



Pavilion Overview 8 【 Pavilion name, Activity description, and Sponsor / Supporter list 】

【90】 Mayonnaise Factory ●

Prefer to do things your own way? Here at the
Mayonnaise Factory you will work as a 
Mayonnaise Researcher to develop your very 
own mayonnaise and compare it to real brand 
name mayonnaise. You will also learn about the 
importance of hygiene in the workplace and the 
benefits of eating vegetables.

【93】 Rice Milling Plant ●

Everyone eats rice, so it’s important to know how 
it is made! As a Rice Milling Plant Worker, you 
can increase your knowledge and interest in rice 
by milling, selecting and packing rice for 
customers.

【88】 Food R&D Center ●

If you’re interested in extreme cooking then get
yourself down to the Food R&D Center! Here 
you’ll work as a Food Researcher and Developer 
and see your rice ball freeze dried and frozen in 
the blink of an eye and then warmed-up to be 
ready to eat.

【89】 Science Lab ●

It’s time to discover a whole new world... in your
stomach! At the Science Lab you will work as a
Scientist. Conduct research on the bacteria that 
live inside all of us and report your findings to 
your colleagues. You may be amazed at what you 
discover!

【91】 Sweets Factory ●

Have a sweet tooth? As a Factory Worker at the
Sweets Factory you can manufacture sweets 
and then package them in a special box 
designed exclusively for the KidZania factory. 
After your hard day’s work, relax with a box of 
your very own tasty treats.

【92】 Pizza Shop ●

This job certainly tops the lot when it comes to
making a tasty pizza. Roll out the dough, spread 
the sauce and add your favorite tasty toppings. 
Your perfect pizza will be served ready to eat.

【94】 Fire Department ●

In the heat of the moment when fire breaks out, 
the situation calls for a true hero. Have you got 
what it takes to be a Firefighter? Get into your 
uniform, jump into the fire truck and use your 
training to put out the fire.

≪Official Suppliers≫
KidZania uses a number of high-tech devices 
throughout the park. We would like to thank the 
suppliers that provide and maintain these devices 
to keep KidZania running at its maximum potential.



English@KidZania introduces English learning into the overall KidZania 

Edutainment experience. The goal is to provide Kids with a meaningful out-of-

the-classroom way to learn and use English. Zupervisors prepare Kids for the 

activity by using special English boards that are easy to understand and learn 

from. 

During the activity, Kids use the English they learned, so they can experience 

something different at every pavilion they visit.

E@K Activities are the second step of English@KidZania. The goal of E@K 

Activities is to provide Kids with an immersive English experience. 

By completing an activity conducted only in English, we hope that Kids will 

come away with a positive feeling that learning English is an achievable goal. 

E@K Activities also provide a chance for Kids that cannot speak Japanese to 

more easily experience KidZania.

English Activities Program (EAP) is the third step of English@KidZania. It is a 

special program for Kids with a strong interest in English and led by a native or 

bilingual English speaker called a Navigator.

EAP consists of 5 consecutive activities conducted exclusively in English over a 3 

hour period. EAP eKspress consists of 3 consecutive activities over a 1.5 hour 

period specifically aimed at younger Kids. Kids that participate in EAP also have 

the advantage of not needing to wait in line for each activity. Kids also wear 

special EAP uniforms and receive a special certificate and EAP bag. Kids also 

have time before and after EAP to enjoy activities of their own choosing.

English Wednesday! is a weekly program on Wednesdays 

with E@K Activities as its core feature, along with utilizing 

English while waiting for activities. 

English@KidZania

E@K Activity

EnglishActivities Program

English Wednesday!


